
Our background comes from working for the best  
and contemporary brands in the world. Over the 
past 10 years we have worked with 12 factories in Italy, 2 in France, 2 in Germany, 
15 in China, and more than 20 in Japan. Virtually, all the best factories.  We 
are now in what we to be the premier factory in the world.  
It happens to be located in China.  The combination of skilled craftsmen and 

machinery is unequaled. Please trust that we are not 
getting the lowest price in China! We are paying the most for quality. 

Because Adam, Kara and I own our company, we decide where we spend our money 
and we’re putting it into our product.   We use optically correct 

to minimize haze, increase impact 
resistance, and with a durable hard coat. We use on our acetate 
sunglasses to ensure the lens periphery will not craze, the optical clarity is 
excellent, and the color is We  use  hard 
coated polycarbonate on our metal 
frames to protect against cracking with a reverse groove or semi rimless frame. 
I think you will notice our gradient tints on our PC lenses are the best in the 
market and that’s not an easy thing to achieve. Our lenses are sourced from the 
best in the world, all located in Europe and Asia.

We use 
We do custom colors. We use block material (and not the cheap stuff). Our 
polishing is superior. Look at the intersection between temple and endpiece and 
we you will not find find any gaps or imperfections. Look around every hinge. You 
won’t see defects of excess acetate from heat sunk hinges or marks from lazy 
buffing. We use monel sourced from germany and Japan. CNC machined 
from a single sheet (the expensive way to do it). Our soldering points are  

and our plating, although produced in China, is 
all done in the Japanese method. Our bicolor 

paint schemes are painstakingly done by hand masking the endpiece from 
the frame front. Not the inexpensive simple way of painting the temple a different 
color from the front and screwing them together. All of this is done in a state-
of-the-art painting facility, one of the few eyewear factories that employ this  

in the world. We use 
OBE hinges with coated 

screws to ensure a smooth action and that they stay tight longer. We have only 
three screw sizes to make the opticians life easier. We hand apply our enamel 
fill in EVERY left temple tip on EVERY frame.  Even our frame names are etched 
in Kara’s handwriting!

Our  
We don’t do the “made in” frame stamping trick. We could have positioned our 
brand at twice our price that way. We believe we fit a unique space within premier 
optical retailers. 

Why shouldn’t someone be able to get this quality at this price?
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fits are excellent and designs extraordinary.


